You may know BLACK ENTERPRISE as the magazine your grandparents or parents used to have laying around the house. But it's so much more! Beyond the pages of print, BLACK ENTERPRISE has emerged as the No. 1 Black digital media brand in the 21st century, with more than 12 million monthly unique visitors.

As the Black business bible, BLACK ENTERPRISE has witnessed Black business achievement and served as the guide to financial health and wealth. For more than 50 years, we have celebrated the executives and entrepreneurs that comprise the country’s economic backbone. We have shared the triumphs of countless innovative and trailblazing entrepreneurs since we launched the BE 100s, our rankings of the nation's largest Black-owned businesses, in 1973. When Ernesta Procope opened the largest minority-owned insurance brokerage, E.G. Bowman Co., we were there. When Johnson Product Co., makers of Afro Sheen and Ultra Sheen, became the first publicly held Black-owned company traded on the American Stock Exchange, we were there. When Don Peebles acquired the first Black-owned and developed resort in the nation, we were there, and we're still here today to continue to tell the stories of today’s Black entrepreneurs.

So, fill out a survey today for your chance to be recognized amid your fellow entrepreneurs and trailblazers and become part of the official barometer for Black business.

If you're a Black-owned business, fill out a survey here.

Have a favorite Black-owned business you think should be on the list? Nominate them here.